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Today's sophisticated threat environment requires comprehensive security capabilities
spanning prevention, detection and remediation. Small to midsize organizations
increasingly rely on managed security providers that offer a range of services.
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Introduction
A distributed workforce that utilizes both cloud and on-premises assets is
the new normal. As a result, there is a complex threat landscape and
expanding threat attack surface which in turn leads to a crucial need for
organizations to enhance their detection and response capabilities across
their IT environment. Security executives have become increasingly
frustrated at the frequency of attacks occurring despite all the latest
technology they have invested into their organization.
Security operations center (SOC) teams are at the front lines for keeping
organizations safe from becoming the next known data breach.
Unfortunately, the stakes are high as security teams struggle to keep up
with the sophisticated adversaries that are constantly trying to establish a
foothold within the organizations' systems. Often, security executives are
more focused on trying to find the right technology than on the processes
and people issues that are needed to make all these things work more
effectively.

AT A GLANCE
WHAT’S IMPORTANT
According to IDC, decision makers seek a
managed security service provider (MSSP)
to improve cybersecurity performance and
efficiencies, reduce mean time to detect,
utilize emerging security technology,
streamline point product complexity, and
provide visibility across all security controls.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
The managed security service market is
experiencing an evolution to cohesive
platforms to enable the integration of
specific functions, optimize operational
efficiencies, and streamline ticket
workflows.

With the influx of security point products that are often underutilized, not tuned correctly, or not properly deployed due
to longer deployment times, multiple gaps start to emerge in security programs. Security teams can become extremely
frustrated and overwhelmed, leaving out various processes and inhibiting full roll outs of security products across their
entire environment. Lack of visibility to actively detect threats beyond the endpoint results in attackers living in and off
the land, sowing mayhem in the process.
Shortages of the cybersecurity professionals that organizations need to act fast enough to keep their data secure have
motivated managed security service providers to move up the stack to offer a breadth of advanced security technologies
such as threat intelligence, machine learning (ML)/artificial intelligence (AI), automation, and big data analytics across
multiple environments in a consolidated security platform.
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Understanding the Evolution of Managed Security Services
IDC defines managed security services as the around-the-clock remote administration and/or monitoring of IT security
functions delivered by remote personnel at security operations centers (SOCs) operated by a third party. Activities such
as patch management, managed endpoint/antivirus, managed firewall/unified threat management (UTM), and
managed security information and event management (SIEM) are performed on cloud and on-premises devices.
Over the past 10 years or so, there has been a steady stream of new capabilities and services offered by managed
security service providers (MSSPs). The primary reason for this is to assist organizations in maturing their security posture
and provide security functionality that goes beyond only managing devices.
To understand how this evolution aids organizations in advancing their cybersecurity programs, it is essential to know
how the vendors providing managed security services (MSS) have evolved their functionalities over the years.
Grouping together the different capabilities into different classifications, IDC currently recognizes three distinct levels of
MSS that an MSSP could be offering; the levels also demonstrate the upward trajectory of a customer's security program
maturity. It is key to understand that an organization can fall into any one of these levels as they raise their level of
security maturity.
The evolution of the MSS market is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Evolution of Managed Security Services

Source: IDC
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With the MSS 1.0 segment, MSSPs were delivering traditional security controls such as firewalls, IPDS, antivirus, log
management, patch management, vulnerability scanning, email security and so forth. The primary business of the MSSP
was to provide basic device health checks and management of these basic security controls.
With many organizations now undergoing digital transformation (DX), and evolving their business processes and
infrastructure to more complex IT environments which includes on-premises and various cloud environments, the need
for more advanced security capabilities became apparent, therefore pushing providers and organizations to go one step
further with their security services. IDC classified this segment as MSS 2.0, which included a mix of advanced security
capabilities, and provided not only management but monitoring of security controls.
In this bucket of providers, adoption of new security technologies to meet the changes in the security landscape includes
security functionality such as endpoint detection and response (EDR), SIEM, threat intelligence, advanced detection and
analytic techniques involving technologies such as ML/AI and big data analytics.
Due to the expansion of the attack surface, organizations began having a difficult time keeping up with the volume of
alerts coming into the network. In addition, the lack of personnel and expertise needed to keep up with the number of
alerts pushed the need for more advanced detection and response capabilities. MSS 3.0 emerged to include a more
complete life cycle of services as stated for example, in the NIST identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover
framework. A new managed security service model was needed. MSS 3.0 is the evolutionary cycle that encompasses
contextual insight, threat prediction, proactive prevention, threat hunting, incident response, and managed detection
and response (MDR).
MSS 3.0 advances MSS by including MDR, a combination of the tools, technologies, procedures, and methodologies used
to provide full cybersecurity life-cycle capabilities for an organization. Service providers can deploy MDR services utilizing
a mixture of clients' existing capabilities, along with cybersecurity partners' supplied tools or services and private
intellectual property.

Simplifying Security by Utilizing an MSSP with MSS 3.0 Capabilities
The exponential number of known and unknown threats along with the changing IT environment creates complexity for
many organizations. Attackers continue to be one step ahead of the game; security teams in light of a highly distributed
workforce have become frustrated with not having a holistic view of their security tools across their environment. In fact,
respondents in a recent IDC survey on MDR/MSS claimed that the top reasons for engaging with a security service
provider is to improve performance and efficiencies, improve mean time to detect (MTTD) and mean time to respond
(MTTR), utilize emerging security tools and technologies, streamline the complexity of managing too many point
products, and provide visibility across all security controls. Organizations are also finding that working with an MSSP can
assist in overall efficiencies by enabling client IT teams to spend more time to attend meetings, run trainings, and focus on
other areas such as risk management.
There is no silver bullet product that can solve all an organization's security issues. Point solutions alone are no longer
justifiable to keep up with the persistent attacks and swift adversaries. It's impossible to rely on point solutions such as
anti-virus and anti-malware because they are not able to keep up with today's well-armed threat actors. A managed
security service that includes the right people, processes and technology can scale better than standalone solutions.
Organizations are choosing to partner with MSSPs that can provide MSS 3.0 capabilities which include MDR functionality
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as well as the expertise and 24 x 7 x 365 support to fully monitor, detect, investigate and respond to threats. There is a
steady stream of new services offered by MSSPs that extend beyond traditional managed security solutions. The primary
reason for many of these services is essentially to manage the security operation, including integration across various
security technology domains, such as managed SOCs and different phases, such as managed response services.

Key Trends
As mentioned above, the MSS market has experienced an evolutionary shift over time due to the demands of the
everchanging cybersecurity landscape. In fact, the market itself has continued to be the fastest growing segment within
the security services, with a growth rate of 14% over a five-year period.
According to IDC's 2020 U.S. MDR/MSS survey, IT and cybersecurity decision makers were asked to identify the most
important features that make up an MDR service. The top two included features for integration, such as integration of
threat intelligence and of existing security technologies.
Security is complex especially when organizations are pulling in a vast amount of security products from hundreds of
different vendors. Not to mention, most organizations are operating not only on-premises but in a multi-cloud
environment, hampering visibility and threat correlation even further. Organizations are turning to an MDR service to
handle the tactical cybersecurity functions that need to occur, allowing their security teams the flexibility to handle the
internal security functions that fall outside of a traditional MDR service.
Too many security tools in various IT environments along with the lack of support and expertise have pushed
organizations to look for managed services that can help bring in security tools and technology in a unified manner. As a
result, IDC has recognized that the MSS market is experiencing an evolution to cohesive platforms. From a security
standpoint, adopting a unified platform helps to integrate specific functions, optimizes operational efficiencies by
delivering better automated and response mechanisms against cyberattacks, and streamlines ticket workflows.

Considering Netsurion
The MSS market has evolved where organizations need to not only focus on prevention, but detection and response. As
this market has changed, Netsurion, an MSSP, offers security services purpose-built for small and medium enterprises, as
well as the IT providers that serve them.
More than ever, businesses rely on digital and remote capabilities, so they need to run fast and lean but cannot afford
risk gaps. To be cybersecure today, businesses must prevent, detect, and respond to active threats and even predict
future attacks before they happen.
Due to the security market being heavily fragmented with over 1,000 solutions in dozens of categories, and combining
this with the shortage of cybersecurity skills, it has become impossible for midsize businesses to really focus on selection
and management of "best of breed" vendors. As a result of the diverse security market, Netsurion has consolidated its
threat management services around the SOC capabilities of SIEM, endpoint protection platform (EPP), EDR, and user and
entity behavior analytics (UEBA).
With Netsurion, businesses gain adaptive, scalable security that flexes to fit their needs. Netsurion’s Managed Threat
Protection solution provides the necessary synergy between people, process, and technology to deliver cybersecurity
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with 24 x 7 x 365 ISO-certified SOC-as-a-Service. Netsurion’s EventTracker platform covers the broadest range of attack
vectors and attack surface within a business IT infrastructure, giving customers and partners the ultimate flexibility to
adapt and grow while maintaining a secure environment.
Netsurion's Maturity Model Approach to Cybersecurity
Netsurion looks at organizations from a security operations maturity model standpoint and takes a multilayer approach
to detailing what customers need. Figure 2, starting from the left to right, illustrates how Netsurion will assess the current
risk mitigation stance from reactive to proactive. Netsurion’s model outlines some of the optimal technology, processes,
and people that organizations will need to have an effective security program which includes capabilities such as a 24 x 7
x 365 SOC and a multi-layered defense.
Netsurion typically sees a 50/50 split with many organizations either in the "Emerging" stage and moving to the
"Foundational" stage, or those moving from "Foundational" to "Advanced." Many organizations will find that anti-virus is
simply not enough and those with a SIEM will not have the expertise or support to use SIEM properly and prefer to move
to a holistic managed security service offering. Netsurion takes the step to determine where the customer is in its security
maturity by assessing which components they have today and what can be useful to include to get the client to an
advanced stage. Questions Netsurion asks its clients include:

» What does your security stack look like today?
» What critical assets do you have and how are you prioritizing them today?
» What are you planning to invest in to move to a different level of security maturity?
» What was the catalyst or trigger for action?
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Figure 2. The Cybersecurity Model

Source: Netsurion

Managed Approach to Cybersecurity
With Netsurion's heritage as a software vendor, the company recognized the shifting demands of the buyer toward
needing a service rather than another product. Netsurion believes that its services need to deliver outcomes in the
language of the buyer. Netsurion's EventTracker managed threat protection is built to scale and provides a cohesive set
of services for customers at all levels of security maturity. The service follows a customizable ability to plug in security
controls around the framework of predict, prevent, detect and respond (PPDR). Netsurion's managed service approach
works cohesively to integrate core security controls such as EDR, IDS, network traffic analysis (NTA), and vulnerability
management. A defense-in-depth approach provides multiple layers of defense without having to utilize separate
security point products to stop zero-day attacks. It is crucial that these services work together in a unified manner rather
than separately. Netsurion also integrates threat intelligence and existing third-party technology into its unified managed
platform which augments the current infrastructure and investment for clients without any requirement to rip-andreplace for upgrades. At the core, Netsurion's EventTracker provides the ability to utilize its proprietary cloud-based SIEM
platform which offers customers the flexibility to be co-managed or fully managed.
Among Netsurion’s Managed Threat Protection capabilities and features:

» Co-managed SIEM gives customers 24 x 7 SOC, and system administration functionality, enabling customers the
option to do as much as or little as they want

» Billions of logs via secure and encrypted transmission
» Capacity to collect and store logs securely for 400 days
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» Automatic review of log data and behavior analysis
» High-speed searches or use pre-built queries
» 24 x 7 security analysis necessary for effective detection and response
The cloud SIEM has the ability to include deep learning endpoint protection, which is powered by Deep Instinct for zerotime prevention. With a growing number of endpoints such as laptops, servers, and virtual machines, EDR is a crucial core
function for stopping any attack early on. Netsurion's EDR with deep learning can accelerate threat prevention across a
broad range of operating systems and file types. Netsurion combines a global managed threat intelligence network that
enables the following:

» Data correlation with threat intelligence that includes 40+ feeds
» Real-time threat detection and alerts
» Proactive threat hunting
» Enterprise and global safe/unsafelisting
Netsurion's 24 x 7 security expertise and support includes:

» 24 x 7 monitoring and analysis of alerts
» Termination of attacks in real-time
» Compliance assistance
» Weekly security review with remediation advice
Challenges
The MSS market is highly competitive with a wide range of service providers offering a
breadth of managed detection and response capabilities. As attacks continue to increase
in number and sophistication, MSSPs such as Netsurion will need to work diligently to
continue differentiating the ability to stitch various security controls across its managed
security platform. Netsurion will also need to continue to address and invest in
automation, and response capabilities across all security functionality and push the brand
as an advanced MSSP.

Conclusion
The MSS/MDR market with its consolidated offerings will continue to make sense for
many organizations versus utilizing disparate solutions from multiple vendors. With too
many security tools and limited staff to support them correctly, the move to consolidated
platforms with greater visibility and security functionality is imminent. As we head through
a shift in the workforce and to the future economy, there is no doubt that security
executives will need to continue to evaluate those providers that can integrate their
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security tools into a single platform and offer the people, processes and technology that elevates their cybersecurity
maturity.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR
About Netsurion
Flexibility and security within the IT environment are two of the most important factors driving business today.
Netsurion’s cybersecurity platforms enable companies to deliver on both. Netsurion’s managed platform approach of
combining purpose-built technology and a team of cybersecurity experts gives customers and partners the ultimate
flexibility to adapt and grow while maintaining a secure environment. Whether you need technology with a guiding
hand or a complete outsourcing solution, Netsurion has the model to help drive your business forward. To learn more
visit netsurion.com.
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